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Burlington’s standards-based, comprehensive curriculum integrates 
academic preparation, civics knowledge, career readiness, and 
digital literacy at all levels of instruction. Designed to help 
programs meet the goals of WIOA, Burlington ensures that 
teachers have everything they need to put their students  
on the path to academic and career success.

ENGLISH IN AMERICA
Civics and Life Skills for Living in the U.S.

With English in America, students living and working 
in the United States will improve their language skills and 
gain important life skills. This multilevel blended course 
includes a wide range of topic-based modules with a 
strong EL Civics focus.

Burlington C re
A Six-level, Standards-based Core Curriculum

Burlington Core is a comprehensive, fully blended 
curriculum developed especially for adult ESL students.  
It meets federal and state funding requirements and 
integrates important life skills, digital literacy, EL Civics, 
and workforce readiness to ensure WIOA success.

Preparing Students 
for Their Future!
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CAREER EXPLORATION & SOFT SKILLS
Prepare Adult Learners for Future IET/IELCE Success

Career Exploration & Soft Skills is a two-part blended course. 
In Part A, students learn about career pathways, career clusters, and 
how to make informed career and education choices. In Part B, 
students develop the essential interpersonal and workplace soft skills 
necessary to succeed in their chosen careers.

More than 180 Careers!

English for Specific Careers
Targeted Career Courses to Support  
Your IET/IELCE Initiatives

English for Specific Careers includes over 180 
specialized career courses that feature contextualized 
vocabulary, career-specific language, and real-life 
interactive workplace scenarios to help students attain, 
succeed in, or transition to a new career. Wordlists, 
Soft Skills, and Courses for Specific Careers provide a 
comprehensive selection of career-specific content.

Test Practice / Prepare for CASAS
Test-taking Skills for Student Success

Test Practice/Prepare for CASAS is a powerful teaching  
tool that prepares students for success on NRS assessments.  
Reading and Listening Practice tests are closely aligned and  
correlated to CASAS to ensure that students receive the exact practice 
they need to improve their test scores and make learning gains.
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NEW!Burlington Grammar
Grammar Lessons to Improve Language Skills

Burlington Grammar is an extensive grammar resource that 
can be used as a supplement to any ESL curriculum. With a total of 
120 grammar lessons, teachers can dip into Burlington Grammar 
for lesson enrichment, expansion, or for additional practice.

Using Your Computer
Your Students’ First Step to Digital Literacy

Using Your Computer is a series of short, easy-to-follow  
animated videos and activities to help students develop basic  
digital literacy skills and become familiar with the functionality 
of the BurlingtonEnglish program.

for
DIGITAL 

LITERACY

NEW!
Practice Activities  

for Students

More than 30 Readers!

Digital Readers Library
Wide Selection of Multilevel Digital Readers

The BurlingtonEnglish Library is an online collection 
of multilevel graded readers. Students can enjoy reading  
a wide selection of fiction and nonfiction, classic and 
contemporary novels, and short stories as part of a lesson 
in class or on their own.
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BurlingtonEnglish 
SpeechTrainer®

All BurlingtonEnglish courses feature the 
BurlingtonEnglish SpeechTrainer with 
our unique Pronunciation Course.  
This highly advanced speech-processing 
technology was developed by Burlington 
specifically for language learning.

•  Offers individualized pronunciation  
feedback and instruction

•  Adapts to many accents

•  Helps improve listening skills

•  Gives students confidence  
to successfully communicate  
in English

Animations illustrate 
correct pronunciation

What Teachers Are Saying …

BURLINGTON ENGLISH®

“  Students love the immediate feedback. 
They can see and hear how to correct 
their pronunciation.”

“  Because students have the ability to 
record their voices, this innovative 
technology helps improve their 
pronunciation and conversation skills.”

“  The SpeechTrainer is very effective. 
It gives students the opportunity to 
improve their spoken English, which is 
often a challenge.”
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Add YOUR 
Program to Our 
FIND A SCHOOL 

Locator and Help 
MORE Students 

Find YOU!
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Contact Us: www.BurlingtonEnglish.com • (561) 672-7826

Start Exploring the  
BurlingtonEnglish 

Website!
www.BurlingtonEnglish.com

Unmatched Customer Support
BurlingtonEnglish offers three complimentary training 

options to best fit your needs!
To learn more about teaching with BurlingtonEnglish, teachers and administrators 
can easily access On-Demand Training courses and live Virtual Training.  
Our BurlingtonEnglish Specialists can visit your program for ongoing support  
to help teachers and students make the most of Burlington.


